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GUIDELINES FORWAREHOUSE CONTROL

TENANT’S RESPONSIBILITIES

Individual

1. The tenants are required to submit list of employees or authorized personnel
(including full name, IC. no and company’s name) for entry purpose to MPC.

2. Unlisted employees, personnel or guests are to be verified by respective tenants
prior entry. Purpose of entry must be clear and well-defined.

3. The wearing of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is mandatory at the
warehouse area.

4. The tenants are to ensure not to leave cargoes or rubbish or wastes outside the
warehouse and if found, action will be taken.

5. Surrounding area shall be kept clean and clear from any obstacles (good
housekeeping) and regular maintenance are required. Actions shall be taken for
poor housekeeping and damages.

6. Smoking is prohibited at all times inside the warehouse zone area for all port
stakeholders.

7. All fire emergency system such as hose reel, water pipe, fire valve system, fire
alarm, fire extinguishers and CCTV camera shall not be tampered with and used
unless in appropriate emergency situation.

Vehicle

1. All vehicles are not allowed to enter the warehouse except for vehicles engaged
in loading and unloading operations only.

2. All vehicles must park at the designated parking area assigned by MPC and not
allowed to be near 1.5 meters within any fence.

3. Tenants and customers are to ensure to move out their trailers and trucks from
warehouse area after cargo loading/unloading completion.

4. Tenants and customers are to comply with the traffic rules. Speed is limited to
10 km/h, no overtaking and no driving against traffic direction (refer Appendix 1).
Driving under alcohol and drug influence or while fatigue is prohibited.
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5. Tenants and customers are to remain vigilant with surrounding especially the
pedestrians and machines.

Access Point

1. Tenants and customers are to cooperate and work closely with MPC security
protocols such as presenting identity or registering in the visitor’s logbook for
entry and exit.

2. The main gate is the only authorized access point for entry and exit of vehicles.

3. Prohibition of bringing any restricted items into the warehouse such as
cigarettes, sharp tools, explosive items etc.

Storage Management

1. As low as reasonably practicable, the tenants are responsible to arrange and
handle the cargoes to the safest possible.

2. Prior commencing any stuffing/unstuffing dangerous goods, tenants are required
to request stuffing/unstuffing approval from HSSE Department at least 48 hours,
subject to MPC’s approval.

3. Storage of cargo must be 1.5m away from warehouse perimeters.

4. CFS, B2, Area 1 and Area 2 are the only designated area for dangerous goods
stuffing/unstuffing (refer Appendix 2).

5. Dangerous goods class 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are not allowed to be unstuffed / stuffed.

6. Tenants are prohibited to store any dangerous goods or chemical inside the
warehouse unless approval is given by MPC.

7. Once the DG Stuffing / Unstuffing have been approved, the DG cargo must be
delivered out the same day of unstuffing operation & no storage is allowed.

8. Surrounding areas shall be kept clear of any obstacles at all times.

**Any changes on the above guidelines are subject to MPC management
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FLOW CHART
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1. Application Process for ID Card and Car Pass

2. Delivery to warehouse
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3. Entry & Exit (Tenants, Employees and Personnels)

4. Entry & Exit (Unlisted Employees, Personnels and Guests)
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APPENDIX
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Appendix 1:Warehouse Map Layout
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